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Bissell Pet Hair Eraser Handheld Vacuum, Corded, 33A1

Designed especially for pet hair pick-up around the house.

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and Availability.You will not be charged until after you review and complete your

order.Measures approximately 10 by 5 by 8-inch; 1-year limited warranty.Dirt container; Multi-Level FiltrationEasy-grip handle; fingertip-access on/off switch; cord

wrapInterchangeable hard nozzle and flexible rubber contour nozzle Product DescriptionSize: 1 VacuumBISSELL Pet Hair Eraser Hand Vac, 33A1Designed

especially for pet hair pick-up around the house, this handheld vacuum cleaner delivers the power needed for fast results. The unit comes equipped with a flexible

rubber contour nozzle that effectively removes dirt and pet hair from upholstery and stairs, plus a hard nozzle for cleaning dry messes or the inside of automobiles.

Switch out one nozzle for the other by pressing down on the round nozzle-release button and snapping the new nozzle into place. The vacuum cleaner offers

lightweight construction at less than 4 pounds, a comfortable easy-grip handle, and a fingertip-access on/off switch. Its dirt container should be emptied after each use

to ensure maximum suction performance. Other highlights include a pleated post motor filter, a filter screen, and a 16-foot power cord with a cord-wrap system. The

handheld vacuum cleaner measures approximately 10 by 5 by 8 inches and carries a one-year limited warranty. Includes two specially designed nozzlesSpecialized

rubber nozzle attracts hair and pulls out dirt on areas such as stairs and upholsteryEffectively picks up dry messes on many surfacesLightweight; mobile for those

tasks for around the housePowerful; convenient for quick, easy clean upVersatile; Contour nozzle pulls out dirt and hair on areas such as stairs and

upholsteryMulti-Level Filtration16 ft Power cord1-year limited warranty   
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